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Gay male erotica

100 Percent Beef (2006-2007)
Erotic magazine featuring bears

2 Hot Male Couples (2001-2007)
Erotic magazine focused on gay couples

Advocate Classifieds (1992-1997)
Erotica-filled spinoff of The Advocate

Advocate Men/Men (1988-2009)
Erotic magazine featuring photographs, comics, and reviews (originally a sister publication to The Advocate)

Alcazar/Turkish Men
Erotic photographs of Middle Eastern men

All Boy (1999-2017)
Erotic photographs of young men

All Stars (1997-2000)
Gay video review magazine
Alternate

*Amigo/French Male Erotica*
  Dutch erotic magazine of photographs

*Bad Puppy* (2002-2017)
  Erotic magazine featuring “young tough guys”


*Bel Ami/Mandate Presents* (1996-2007)
  Catalog of Bel Ami and Falcon International models and videos

  Erotic magazine with photos, stories, and reviews featuring African-American men

*Blueboy* (1976-2007)
  Gay lifestyle, entertainment, and erotica magazine
  *Archive* (September 1984)
  *Archive* (January 1987)

*Body* (1972-1980)

  Erotic photographs of young men, articles, and reviews

*Catalina Video* (1994-1997)
  Catalog of Catalina Video

  Erotic magazine with photographs and stories featuring older men

*Colt Men* (1975-2000)
  Erotic magazine published by Colt Studio

*Colt Studio Presents* (1978-2000)
  Erotic magazine published by Colt Studio

  Erotic magazine with photographs and stories featuring older men
Cuming Up (1989-1995)

Cybersocket (1999-2007)
Guide to online gay erotica

Erotic magazine filled with daddy-related photos, stories, and ads

Defi (French) (1994)

Dick (undated)

Erotic magazine with photos and reviews

Euro Boy (1989-1996)
Erotic magazine with photos of young men

Euro Guy (1997-1999)
Erotic magazine with photos of young men

Falcon (various titles) (1978 to present)
Erotic magazine published by Falcon Studios

First Hand (1980-1997)
Erotic stories, photographs, and ads

Freshmen (1991-2009)
Erotic magazine with photographs of younger men, reviews, and fiction

FQ Foreskin Quarterly (1984-2000)
Foreskin fetish magazine

Friction (1990-1992)
Erotic magazine for “men who dare”

Golden Boys (1967-1969)
Erotic magazine with photographs of younger men

Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Handjobs Magazine (1994-2001)
Erotic stories, illustrations, and photographs
Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Hombres (1989-1992)

Erotic magazine featuring Latinos

Honcho (1978-2009)
Erotic magazine featuring “macho” men

Erotic magazine with photographs and reviews

Inches (1985-2012)
Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

In Touch (1973-2004)
Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

Erotic magazine featuring jocks

Just Men (1982-1987)
Erotic magazine with photographs, reviews, and profiles

Just Us Boys (2009-2011)
Erotic magazine with advertisements, interviews, and profiles

Archive (uncertain dates)

Latin Inches (1997-2007)
Erotic magazine featuring Latino men

Machismo (1993-2007)
Erotic magazine featuring Latino men

Male Insider (1986-1992)
Erotic magazine with photographs of young men, fiction, and articles

Male Pictorial (1989-1993)
Erotic magazine with photographic spreads and articles (formerly Men of Advocate Men)
Mandate (1975-1995)
Erotic magazine of photographs, reviews, and entertainment

Manifest (1982-1983)
Erotic magazine of photographs and fiction

Manifest Reader (1988-1999)
Erotic magazine of fiction

Man Power (1969-1975)
Erotic magazine

Man's Best/ Mega Boys (1996-2000)
Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Manscape (1985-1999)
Erotic magazine with photographs and stories

Manscape 2 (1985-1999)
Erotic magazine with photographs and stories

Erotic video guide with reviews, interviews, and photographs

Mansize (2003)
Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Naked (1994-2001)
Erotic magazine

Naked Real Stories (2004-2005)
Erotic magazine of fiction

Numbers (1977-2002)
Erotic magazine with photographs and stories

Obsessions (1988-1997)
Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

Olympus (1972-1978)
Erotic magazine published by Colt Studio

*Playguy* (1976-2010)
   Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

   Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and classifieds

*Rump* (1981-1992)
   Erotic magazine with photographs and stories

   Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

**International**

*abOUT* (Canada)
   LGBT lifestyle, news, and culture magazine

*Arcadie* (France)
   Publication of the Association Arcadie, the first French homophile group
   [Archive *]

*Attitude* (United Kingdom) (1994-2007)
   Gay lifestyle magazine

*Babilonia Italia* (Italy) (2007-2008)
   Gay lifestyle magazine

*Bent* (United Kingdom) (1986-2004)
   Gay magazine covering entertainment and nightlife

*Bergensnytt* (Norway)
   Publication of Det Norske Forbundet av 1948, a gay liberation organization
   Archive (Gale, 1975-1980)

*(not only) Blue* (Australia) (#00 to present)
   Gay magazine featuring cultural news and erotica

*(not only) Blue Special Issues* (Australia)

*The Body Politic* (Canada)
   Toronto-based gay liberation newspaper, focusing on politics, history, and culture
   [Archive (1971-1987)]
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Boyz (United Kingdom) (2016)
Gay magazine covering entertainment and nightlife

Campaign (Australia) (1977)
Gay newspaper of culture, politics, and listings

Capital Q (Australia) (1997 to present)
A Sydney-based gay and lesbian newspaper

Come Together (United Kingdom) (1971)
Newspaper of Britain’s Gay Liberation Front

Die Kappe (Germany) (1984-1989)
Publication of a motorcycle club in Dusseldorf

DNA (Australia) (2004-2013)
Gay lifestyle magazine

Esteem (South Africa) (1992-1995)
Gay newspaper-turned-magazine

Euros (Germany) (1991-1997)
Magazine of gay erotica and photography

Gay News (United Kingdom) (1974-1979)
Gay liberation newspaper
Archive (1972-1972)
Archive *

Gay Tide (Canada) (1973-1980)
Publication of the Gay Alliance Toward Equality (GATE), a Vancouver-based liberation group

Gay Times (United Kingdom) (1994 to present)
Gay magazine of politics, culture, and lifestyle
Archive *

Him Magazine (United Kingdom) (1990-1993)
Gay magazine of erotica, nightlife, and listings

Le Berdache (Canada) (1979-1981)
Publication of the Association pour les droits des gais au Québec (ADGQ), a gay rights organization
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Archive (Gale, 1979-1982)

*Magayzine* (The Netherlands) (vols. 25-47)
Magazine of gay photography and erotica

*New Zealand Gay News* (New Zealand) (1975-1977)
National gay newspaper (renamed *Out!* in 1977)

National news publication focusing on politics, culture, and entertainment
Archive (Gale, 1977-2004)

*Prowl* (United Kingdom) (1990-1998)
Magazine of gay erotica

*QX Men* (United Kingdom) (2006-2012)
Magazine of gay erotica

*Revolt* (Sweden) (1973-1981)
Magazine of gay erotica
Archive (Gale, 1975-1986)

*More*

*XTRA* (Canada) (1985-2007)
LGBTQ2 news and culture newspaper

*(December 2020)*